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**Figure Legend:**  
**Figure 1** Adrenal gland, Cortex - Degeneration, Cystic in a female Sprague-Dawley rat from a chronic study. The cortex is distended by dilated spaces filled with proteinaceous fluid and/or blood (CD). **Figure 2** Adrenal gland, Cortex - Degeneration, Cystic in a female Sprague-Dawley rat from a chronic study (higher magnification of Figure 1). Cystic degeneration is characterized by dilated spaces filled with proteinaceous fluid and/or blood and scattered vacuolated cortical cells. **Figure 3** Adrenal gland, Cortex - Degeneration, Cystic in a female Sprague-Dawley rat from a chronic study (higher magnification of Figure 1). Cavitated spaces (C) delineated by attenuated cortical cells (arrow) are filled with proteinaceous fluid. **Figure 4** Adrenal gland, Cortex - Degeneration, Cystic in a female Sprague-Dawley rat from a chronic study. Multiple irregular cavitations (asterisk) formed by loss of cortical cells expand and distort the cortex (C) and compress the adjacent medulla (M). **Figure 5** Adrenal gland, Cortex - Degeneration, Cystic in a female Sprague-Dawley rat from a chronic study (higher magnification of Figure 4). Multiple irregular cavitations (asterisk) formed by loss of cortical cells contain proteinaceous fluid.

**Comment:** Cystic degeneration of the adrenal cortex (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5) occurs in many strains of rats but has apparently not been reported in mice. Incidences vary with rat strain, with some strains (e.g., Sprague-Dawley, Wistar) exhibiting much higher incidences than others (e.g., F344). In all rat strains, cystic degeneration is much more common in females than in males. It is usually a spontaneous, age-related change, though treatment-related increased incidences have been reported after administration of certain chemicals.

Early stages of cystic degeneration are characterized by small, noncompressive foci of widened cortical sinusoids and dilated blood vessels in the zona fasciculata; cortical cells in the intervening cords can be vacuolated or slightly flattened. As the lesion progresses, affected areas enlarge and can compress adjacent parenchyma (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The sinusoidal and vascular ectasia progressively becomes more extensive, resulting in large, often confluent, cyst-like cavitations (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5) that are filled with proteinaceous fluid, red blood cells, and/or fibrinous thrombi but lack the epithelial lining characteristic of true cysts. Clusters of vacuolated or swollen cortical cells can be scattered among the dilated spaces. Areas of cystic degeneration can also be
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features of large cortical hyperplastic or hypertrophic foci or of cortical neoplasms; however, in cystic degeneration the number of cells is decreased compared with normal cortex.

**Recommendation:** Cystic degeneration of the adrenal cortex should be diagnosed and assigned a severity grade. Areas of cystic degeneration occurring in foci of hyperplasia or hypertrophy or in cortical neoplasms should not be diagnosed separately but should be described in the pathology narrative. If cystic degeneration is seen in both adrenal glands, the modifier “bilateral” should be added to the diagnosis (lesions are assumed to be unilateral unless otherwise indicated).
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